Enjoy this special day at Winterthur in celebration of nature and the environment in the First State.

Today’s talks, walks, family fun, demonstrations, and workshops are located in the Visitor Center; the Brown Center; the area outside the Brown Center; the Museum; and the Galleries Reception Atrium. Follow the white arrow signs to walk to each location or take the Shuttle Bus from the Visitor Center.

Members-Only Preview
9:00–10:00 am

Welcome Remarks – Visitor Center
Chris Strand, Brown Harrington Director of Garden and Estate, Winterthur
Delaware Lieutenant Governor Bethany Hall-Long
Charlie Engelman of the National Geographic channel

Early Garden Tram Tours – Meet outside the Visitor Center

Schedule of Events
10:15–11:15 am

Passion for Pollinators – Delaware Department of Agriculture – Visitor Center

Lookin’ Out My Back Door (Delaware Animals) ✴ Delaware Museum of Natural History – Brown Center

Gardening for Wildlife – Delaware Nature Society – Museum

Where Does Your Watershed? – Demo using the Enviroscape watershed model – New Castle Conservation District – Outside the Brown Center

Project Wild Activities ✴ Delaware Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control (DNREC) – Outside the Brown Center

Meadow Walk – Winterthur – Meet outside the Brown Center

11:15 am–12:15 pm

How You Can Become a Pollinator Advocate on a Local, State, or National Level – Pollinator Partnership – Visitor Center

Predators of the Past (Fossil Program) ✴ Delaware Museum of Natural History – Brown Center

Freshwater Mussels – Partnership for the Delaware Estuary – Museum

Where Does Your Watershed? – Demo using the Enviroscape watershed model – New Castle Conservation District – Outside the Brown Center

Vegetable Garden Discovery Walk and Veggie Tasting ✴ Healthy Foods for Healthy Kids – Outside the Brown Center

Fern Walk – Winterthur – Meet outside the Brown Center

Shrub and Vine Walk – Academy of Natural Sciences – Meet outside the Brown Center

12:15–1:15 pm

Nature Parade ✴ Premiere of new television show with host Charlie Engelman of National Geographic – Visitor Center

Waterwise Gardening and Rain Barrels – Winterthur and Delaware Center for Horticulture – Brown Center

Beekeeping – Chris Biondi, Tesla Bee Supply – Museum

Vegetable Garden Discovery Walk and Veggie Tasting ✴ Healthy Foods for Healthy Kids – Outside the Brown Center
12:15–1:15 pm continued

**Winterthur’s Water Resources**—Winterthur—Outside the Brown Center

**Tree ID Walk**—Delaware Forest Service—Meet outside the Brown Center

1:15–2:15 pm

**A Meeting of Migrations**—A film about shorebirds and horseshoe crabs on the Delaware Bay—U.S. Fish and Wildlife and Delaware Museum of Natural History—Visitor Center

**Animals Around the World (Live Exotic Animals)** Delaware Museum of Natural History—Brown Center

**Native Plants for Pollinators**—Bee Watchers—Museum

**Project Learning Tree (outdoor activities)** Delaware Forest Service—Outside the Brown Center

**Invasive ID Walk**—Delaware Invasive Species Council—Meet outside the Brown Center

2:15–3:00 pm

**Waterwise Gardening and Rain Barrels**—Winterthur and Delaware Center for Horticulture—Visitor Center

**Wildlife Management at Winterthur**—Winterthur—Brown Center

**Attracting Hummingbirds with Gardens, Flowers, and Feeders**—Ron Simpson, Delaware Master Gardeners—Museum

* kid/family-friendly presentations

---

**Your DelaWILD wristband also entitles you to access to the Winterthur Garden, garden tram tours, and the Galleries.**

**Don’t miss these additional DelaWILD happenings and opportunities:**

**Educational Table Displays**—Galleries Reception Atrium
- Academy of Natural Sciences
- Bee Watchers
- Delaware Association for Environmental Education
- Delmarva Ornithological Society
- Partnership for the Delaware Estuary
- Tri-State Bird Rescue & Research, Inc.

**Adult Tree Climb**—Museum Lawn (10:00 am—1:00 pm)
- Climb a tree with the professional guidance of Winterthur Arborist Kevin Braun.

**Dining by Design: Nature Displayed on the Dinner Table**

**The Galleries**
- Explore the exhibition to discover how flora and fauna inspire the decorative arts.

**Shred One**—Paper shredding truck—Visitor Parking Lot (8:30 am—12:30 pm)
- Help us recycle 12,000 pounds of paper as you drop off two cardboard boxes or two paper bags worth of documents to shred.

**Rain Barrel Giveaway**—Located Next to Brown Center
- ENTER A FREE RAFFLE at the event to win a rain barrel.

---

The following organizations are participating and presenting:

- Academy of Natural Sciences • Bee Watchers • Delaware Association for Environmental Education
- Delaware Center for Horticulture • Delaware Children in Nature • Delaware Department of Agriculture
- Delaware Forest Service • Delaware Invasive Species Council • Delaware Master Gardeners
- Delaware Museum of Natural History • Delaware Nature Society • Delmarva Ornithological Society • DNREC
- Healthy Foods for Healthy Kids • National Geographic • New Castle Conservation District • Partnership for the Delaware Estuary
- Pollinator Partnership • Tri-State Bird Rescue & Research, Inc. • U.S. Fish and Wildlife

List as of 8/23/18

Food and snacks are available for purchase at the Visitor Center Garden Café and the Cottage Café

*Your attendance at this event allows Winterthur to use your photograph for promotional purposes without compensation.*